In Brief
Single-molecule analysis of the bacterial Cascade complex reveals two distinct pathways leading to differential regulation of Cas3 DNA translocase and nuclease activities.
INTRODUCTION
Many prokaryotes harbor an RNA-guided adaptive immune system comprised of a genetic locus called CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) and the CRISPR-associated (Cas) genes (Barrangou and Marraffini, 2014; van der Oost et al., 2014; Westra et al., 2012a) . The CRISPR locus was first identified in Escherichia coli as an unusual series of 29-bp repeats separated by 32-bp spacer sequences (Ishino et al., 1987) . It was later recognized that these spacers were derived from foreign genetic elements, suggesting the CRISPR locus might serve as an RNA-guided immune system (Bolotin et al., 2005; Makarova et al., 2006; Mojica et al., 2005) . It is now known that CRISPR-Cas immunity is conferred through integration of short DNA fragments into the CRISPR locus, and these spacer sequences record the history of past infections (Barrangou and Marraffini, 2014; van der Oost et al., 2014; Westra et al., 2012a) . The CRISPR locus is transcribed, and the resultant transcript is processed into shorter CRISPRRNAs (crRNAs), each containing a sequence complementary to a previously encountered foreign DNA element.
CRISPR-Cas systems are classified as types I, II or III, which can be distinguished based on the presence of the signature Cas3, Cas9, or Cas10 genes, respectively (Barrangou and Marraffini, 2014; Westra et al., 2012a) . Type I are the most common, and much of our understanding of type I CRISPR-Cas systems comes from studies of E. coli Cascade (CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral defense), which is comprised of the five proteins Cse1, Cse2, Cas7, Cas5e, and Cas6e. These proteins assemble on a 61-nt crRNA, yielding a 405-kDa complex. The crRNA contains the 32-nt spacer sequence, which directs Cascade to sequences (protospacers) in foreign DNA, leading to formation of an R-loop intermediate. Cascade then recruits Cas3, which has an N-terminal histidine-aspartate (HD) nuclease domain and C-terminal superfamily 2 (SF2) helicase domain, to degrade the DNA (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013; Sinkunas et al., 2013) .
Cascade must discriminate between spacer sequences found in the bacterial chromosome and those found in foreign DNA. This discrimination is thought to be accomplished through recognition of a trinucleotide sequence motif called the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM; 5 0 -A[A/T]G-3 0 for E. coli Cascade), which is adjacent to the protospacer in foreign DNA, but absent in the CRISPR locus. Strict sequence requirements present a potential weakness because mutations in either the PAM or protospacer can allow foreign DNA to escape CRISPR-Cas immunity (Semenova et al., 2011) . However, bacteria can rapidly restore immunity using a positivefeedback loop to update the CRISPR locus (Datsenko et al., 2012; Fineran et al., 2014) . The mechanism of primed spacer acquisition (priming) remains perhaps one of the most poorly understood aspects of CRISPR-Cas immunity (Datsenko et al., 2012; Fineran et al., 2014; Heler et al., 2014) . Priming requires Cascade with a crRNA bearing at least partial complementarity to the escape target, suggesting Cascade must be able to locate targets even when they bear mutations sufficient to escape immunity (Datsenko et al., 2012) . Priming also requires Cas3 (Datsenko et al., 2012) and the Cas1-Cas2 complex (Nuñ ez et al., 2014) , which integrate new sequences into the CRISPR locus (Nuñ ez et al., 2015) . It is not known how these complexes elicit the priming response to foreign elements bearing escape mutations.
Here, we use single-molecule imaging to visualize individual Cascade complexes as they search for protospacers within the bacteriophage l genome. Our work reveals PAM-dependent and PAM-independent search pathways. The PAMdependent pathway is highly efficient and allows Cascade to recruit Cas3 for strand-specific degradation of the target genome. The PAM-independent pathway is less efficient, but Cascade kym kym k kym kym kym m kym y ym y k ky ym k kym y ky y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y og o og og ogr ogr gr o ogr g ogr g g g g ogr g og og g g gr r r r r g g g gr gr r g g gr r g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g aph ap aph aph aph h aph h ph h h h aph aph p p p ph ph aph h p ap ph aph p aph h aph aph ap aph aph ph ph ph aph ph ph aph aph aph ph a aph ph ph aph h a h aph aph a ap a ap aph p ph a ap ph p ph a a a a a ap p p p ph h h p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p (fl (fl (fl (fl ( ( (fl ( ( ( ( (fl ( ( ( (fl ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (fl (fl fl (fl fl fl (fl fl fl fl fl fl fl fl fl fl fl fl fl fl flow ow w w w w w w ow w w w w ow w ow ow ow ow w w ow ow w ow o o on n n n n/ n/ o on n/ on n on on n n on n n n n n n n n n n n/ on n n n n n n on n n n n n n n off off off off ) off ) off off ) o off ff) ff) ff off ff) ) ff) ) ff ff ff ff ) ) ) ) ) ff ff) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) Cascade can still bind tightly to the DNA, ensuring that it can initiate the sequence of molecular events that precede primed spacer acquisition. Through this pathway, Cas3 recruitment becomes strictly dependent on Cas1-Cas2, and Cas1-Cas2 also attenuate Cas3 nuclease activity and enable Cas3 to rapidly translocate in either direction along the foreign DNA. These results establish Cas1-Cas2 as a trans-acting factor necessary for the recruitment and regulation of Cas3 at escape targets. Based on our findings, we propose a mechanistic framework describing how Cascade, Cas1, Cas2, and Cas3 work together to process and disable foreign genetic elements.
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RESULTS
DNA Curtain Assay for Target Binding by Cascade
We sought to establish a DNA curtain assay using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy for visualizing the behavior of Cascade on individual molecules of wild-type phage l DNA (l WT ) ( Figure 1A ; Supplemental Experimental Procedures) . In brief, the surface of a microfluidic sample chamber was coated with a lipid bilayer, and DNA molecules were anchored to the bilayer through a biotin-streptavidin interaction. The DNA was then pushed to the leading edges of nanofabricated barriers to lipid diffusion, and the downstream ends were anchored to pedestals through antibody-hapten linkage (Gorman et al., , 2012 . Cascade was prepared with one of three crRNAs targeted to different regions of l WT and then labeled with antiFLAG-quantum dots (QDs) attached to the 3xFLAG-tagged Cas6e subunit ( Figure 1B ). When visualized on DNA curtains, Cascade bound to target sites corresponding to DNA sequences complementary to the three different crRNAs ( Figures 1C-1E ). Cascade remained bound for at least 57 min; this lifetime represents a lower limit for the Cascade-protospacer interaction because these measurements are limited by the stability of the 3xFLAG-antiFLAG interaction . Stable binding was not observed for Cascade bearing a control crRNA (P7-crRNA) that was not complementary to l WT .
PAM-Dependent Target Recognition
Next, we sought to determine how Cascade locates protospacers by visualizing reactions in real-time. Most Cascade (> 75%) appeared immediately at the protospacer without exhibiting any evidence of microscopically detectable motion along the DNA (Figure 2A ). This finding leads us to conclude that Cascade located the protospacer through a pathway that was dominated by 3D diffusion at the microscopic scale. Based on our optical resolution limits, these experiments provide an upper limit on any potential 1D diffusion by Cascade of no more than 250 bp, although we do not exclude that possibility that Cascade may diffuse shorter distances along the DNA (Gorman et al., , 2012 . The remaining fraction of Cascade molecules (<25%) underwent optically detectable 1D diffusion; we did not pursue a detailed analysis of this behavior because it coincided with a loss of binding specificity and appeared to arise from Cascade aggregates (data not shown).
Analysis of the 3D events revealed long-lived binding to the protospacers, as well as transient binding events all along the l WT DNA (Figure 2A . Control reactions using Cascade programmed with P7-crRNA revealed a similar pattern of transient binding ( Figures 2B-2G ), and we could detect no binding activity for Cascade lacking Cse1 (data not shown), which is the subunit responsible for PAM recognition (Sashital et al., 2012) . Cascade programmed with either l1-crRNA or l3-crRNA displayed many reversible binding events at their targets, which are revealed by the 50% increased prevalence of longer-lived intermediates at both of these target sites relative to non-target sites ( Figures 2B,  2C , and S1A), and also by the peak in binding at l1 for the l1-crRNA, which is observable due to the overall lower density of PAM sites in this region of DNA ( Figures 2B and 2C ). This category of long-lived, but reversible, binding events at the protospacers likely represents abortive engagement, suggesting Cascade must often make multiple attempts before stably engaging the protospacer, similar to what we have observed for Cas9 .
The transient binding events exhibited double-exponential decays similar to S. pyogenes Cas9 , with lifetimes of 3 and 25 s ( Figures S1A-S1D ), indicating that at least two intermediates exist on the pathway toward target recognition. The lifetimes of these intermediates were not appreciably affected by either salt concentration or temperature (Figure S1D) , similar to findings for Cas9 . These characteristics, more commonly attributed to site-specific (F) Survival probability plots for Cascade bound to the two targets; error bars here and all subsequent survival probability plots represent 70% confidence intervals obtained through bootstrap analysis. See also Table S1 .
association, provide further evidence that the initial observed interactions are based on a sequence-dependent association with PAM sites rather than on nonspecific interactions with the DNA phosphate backbone.
PAM-Independent Target Recognition
Next, we sought to determine whether and how Cascade locates targets that lack a canonical PAM. For this, we generated a new phage construct (l ePAM ) bearing two duplicate targets ( Figure 3A) . One of the protospacers (l3) was adjacent to a cognate PAM [5 0 -ATG-3 0 ], whereas second protospacer (mutl3) was adjacent to a mutated PAM [5- 0 ]. This escape PAM (ePAM) was chosen because it enables an invading DNA to escape the CRISPR-Cas machinery, but still elicits a rapid priming response (Datsenko et al., 2012; Fineran et al., 2014) . Surprisingly, Cascade could still bind both protospacers, and binding of mutl3 still occurred through 3D diffusion ( Figure 3B ), but recognition of mutl3 was much less efficient than recognition of l3 ( Figures 3C-3E ). This difference was evidenced by the 10-fold higher Cascade concentration necessary to achieve similar levels of occupancy at both protospacers. Despite the large difference in initial recognition, the lifetimes of Cascade at l3 and mutl3 were comparable (57 and 40 min, respectively; Figure 3F ). We conclude that PAMs increase the efficiency of target recognition, but that Cascade is still capable of protospacer recognition and high-affinity binding in the absence of a cognate PAM, and this conclusion is consistent with previous studies (Szczelkun et al., 2014) .
Cas3 Recruitment Leads to Disruption of the Target DNA Duplex Next, we sought to visualize Cascade-dependent recruitment of Cas3. Cas3 interacts with Cse1, and the displaced singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) strand that is generated by R-loop formation (Hochstrasser et al., 2014; Mulepati and Bailey, 2013; Sinkunas et al., 2013) . Upon recruitment, Cas3 first nicks the DNA and is thought to then translocate in the 3 0 /5 0 direction along the non-target strand, while unwinding and degrading duplex DNA through an ATP-, Mg 2+ -, and Co 2+ -dependent mechanism Bailey, 2011, 2013; Sinkunas et al., 2013) . Cas3 degrades both target DNA strands in bulk biochemical assays (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013; Sinkunas et al., 2013) . However, these measurements use relatively high concentrations of Cas3 (50 nM-1 mM) (Hochstrasser et al., 2014; Bailey, 2011, 2013; Sinkunas et al., 2011 Sinkunas et al., , 2013 , suggesting that DNA degradation may be due to the action of multiple Cas3 molecules, only the first of which is directly recruited by Cascade. Given these considerations, it is plausible that the initial Cascade-recruited molecule of Cas3 only introduces a small nick or ssDNA gap in the target DNA (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013) . We reasoned that if Cas3 was initially generating ssDNA after loading at Cascade, then this might be revealed in reactions with low concentrations of Cas3 (4 nM), followed by the addition of eGFP-tagged replication protein A (RPA), which binds ssDNA. When RPA-eGFP was added after Cascade and Cas3, bright eGFP foci were detected at the l3 protospacer ( Figure 4A ). Formation of RPA-eGFP foci was dependent on Cascade, Cas3, ATP, and Co 2+ and the conditions under which we detected RPA-eGFP foci paralleled the conditions necessary for plasmid degradation in bulk biochemical assays ( Figures 4B and S2C ). Furthermore, RPA-eGFP foci were not observed for a Cas3 nuclease mutant (D75A) ( Figures 4C  and S2A-S2C) . Notably, the DNA in the single-molecule assays was not liberated from the flow cell surface and there was no evidence for long tracts of RPA-eGFP, indicating that Cas3 only generated a small ssDNA gap. To estimate the size of the ssDNA gaps, we measured the intensity of the RPA-eGFP foci ( Figures  4D and 4E ) and then used photobleaching steps to roughly estimate the number of RPA-eGFP molecules present ( Figure 4F ; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We estimate that the average focus contained 8-10 molecules of RPA-eGFP, corresponding to 240-300 nt of ssDNA. These results suggest that the first Cas3 molecule recruited by Cascade makes a short ssDNA gap adjacent to the protospacer. See also Figure S3 and Movie S1.
Cas3 Recruitment to Target-Bound Cascade Next, we sought to visualize the behavior of fluorescently tagged Cas3 ( Figure S3A ; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We were unable to detect stable binding of Cas3 to Cascade when ATP or Mg
2+
were omitted or when ATP was replaced with ADP or AMP-PNP (data not shown). However, Cas3 bound stably to Cascade when ATP and Mg 2+ were included in the reactions ( Figures 5A and 5B ). Cas3 located Cascade through 3D diffusion during initial recruitment (see Figure 5D ). Once bound, 55% of the Cas3 molecules remained stationary within optical resolution limits ( Figure 5B ). These seemingly stationary molecules exhibited two distinct lifetimes: one population with a lifetime ðt 1 Þ of 6 s and a second population ðt 2 Þ with a lifetime of R1 min (Figures 5C, S3B, and S3C). These findings suggest that Cas3 transiently samples target-bound Cascade before transitioning into a more stably bound state and that entry into this longer-lived state requires ATP hydrolysis. Interestingly, once a longer-lived Cas3 binding event was observed at a given molecule of Cascade, then that particular Cascade complex appeared incapable of recruiting any additional Cas3 at the protein concentrations used in these assays.
Cas3 Is a Highly Processive Molecular Motor
Many of the Cas3 molecules (45%) translocated along the DNA (Figures 5B, 5D , and 5E). In these instances, Cas3 was recruited to Cascade at the l3 protospacer and then moved rapidly away from the protospacer in a direction consistent with 3 0 /5 0 translocation on the non-target strand, as expected from bulk biochemical experiments (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013) . There was no evidence that Cas3 translocation could initiate from any other location on the DNA other than the l3 protospacer, and Cas3 translocation was entirely dependent on the presence of Cascade. Remarkably, Cascade remained tightly bound to the protospacer even after Cas3 had begun translocating along the DNA ( Figure 5E ). Moreover, once Cas3 had translocated away from Cascade, then no additional molecules of Cas3 could bind to or translocate away from that particular Cascade complex.
Cas3 exhibited a short delay prior to moving away from Cascade ( Figure 5D) ; analysis of these delay times revealed two lifetimes that were similar to the t 1 and t 2 lifetimes for the stationary Cas3 population, suggesting that the observed intermediates reflected the same underlying molecular processes ( Figures  5C, 5F , S3B, and S3C). Cas3 traveled at a mean velocity of 316 bp/s for 12,000 bp before stalling or dissociating from the DNA ( Figures 5G and 5H) , and >99% of molecules exhibited unidirectional movement (Figures 5D and 5E ; Movie S1; see below). Three key observations suggested that Cas3 was not extensively degrading the DNA during translocation. First, there was no evidence that the translocating population of Cas3 caused double-strand breaks. Second, we saw no evidence for long ssDNA tracts when reactions were chased with RPA-eGFP. Finally, if Cas3 had generated tracts of ssDNA long enough to be optically detected, then Cascade would also appear to move in the same direction because of the change in persistence length that accompanies the conversion of dsDNA to ssDNA, but Cascade always remained stationary at the protospacer. We conclude that Cas3 is a highly processive molecular motor that first generates a small ssDNA gap and then translocates in 3 0 /5 0 direction along the non-target DNA strand away from Cascade.
Evidence for Looped DNA Intermediates Surprisingly, in addition to our observation that Cas3 recruitment and translocation did not coincide with the ejection of Cascade from the DNA, inspection of the Cas3 translocation trajectories revealed evidence that the contacts between Cas3 and Cascade were not immediately broken. In many instances (14%), Cas3 began to translocate along the DNA, but then returned almost instantaneously to the original binding site ( Figure 5I ). This behavior coincided with an increase in Cas3 fluorescence, suggesting that the molecules were pulled closer to the surface of the flow cell because of increased tension on the DNA. These observations are most consistent with looped DNA intermediates, where Cas3 maintains contact with Cascade, while simultaneously translocating for a short distance along the flanking duplex DNA ( Figure S3D ). We conclude that Cas3 can initially remain bound to Cascade as it begins translocating along the DNA and that a subset of these molecules generates optically detectable DNA loops.
PAM Is Essential for Cascade-Mediated Recruitment of Cas3
Next, we sought to determine whether Cascade could recruit Cas3 to mutl3, and if so, whether the properties of Cas3 differ in the absence of a cognate PAM. Interestingly, Cas3 did not colocalize with Cascade at mutl3 ( Figure S4A ), and we were unable to detect even transient binding of Cas3 to Cascade at the mutl3 protospacer. We were also unable to detect RPA-eGFP foci at mutl3 (Figures S4B-S4E) , and Cas3 did not cleave plasmid substrates bearing the mutl3 protospacer (see below). We conclude that Cascade cannot recruit Cas3 to DNA in the absence of a cognate PAM, in agreement with previous bulk biochemical experiments (Hochstrasser et al., 2014; Mulepati and Bailey, 2013) .
PAM-Independent Recruitment of Cas3 by Cas1-Cas2
Cas3 is required for primed sequence acquisition (Datsenko et al., 2012) , suggesting that alternative pathways must exist to recruit Cas3 to escape targets. Cas1 and Cas2 are universally conserved across CRISPR types and are also necessary for primed sequence acquisition, suggesting the possibility that these proteins may work in concert with Cascade to promote the recruitment of Cas3 to escape targets. Therefore, we next asked whether the Cas1-Cas2 complex might affect target recognition, target processing, or both, in reactions with Cas3. Attempts to generate fluorescently tagged Cas1 or Cas2 yielded inactive proteins, and therefore these experiments utilized wildtype (unlabeled) Cas1-Cas2.
Remarkably, the addition of Cas1-Cas2 enabled the recruitment of Cas3 to mutl3 and also 3-fold enhanced recruitment of Cas3 to l3 (Figures 6A and 6B ; Movie S1 and S2). The velocity and processivity of Cas3 were not altered by Cas1-Cas2 ( Figures  S5A and S5B) . However, Cas3 recruited to the escape target behaved markedly different from Cas3 that was recruited to cognate protospacer. Most strikingly, Cas3 targeted to mutl3 could rapidly translocate in either direction away from Cascade ( Figure 6C ; Movie S3). Moreover, Cas3 exhibited only a 6 s delay prior to moving away from mutl3, but there was no evidence for the second longer-lived intermediate ðt 2 Þ that was always observed at l3 (Figures S3B, S3C , and S5C). There was also no evidence for ssDNA gaps at mutl3 in the presence of Cas1-Cas2 ( Figure S5D ), and bulk biochemical assays with Cascade, Cas1-Cas2, and Cas3 revealed no nicking or cleavage of plasmids with the mutl3 protospacer ( Figures S6A and S6B ), even though Cascade was capable of binding the mutl3 protospacer in bulk assays ( Figure S6C ). Finally, there was no evidence for Cas3-mediated DNA looping at mutl3 in reactions with Cas1-Cas2 ( Figure 6C ). Together, these results show that Cas1-Cas2 are necessary to recruit Cas3 to mutl3 and attenuate the nuclease activity of Cas3 at these escape targets, enabling Cas3 to translocate away from Cascade in either direction along the foreign DNA.
Cas1-Cas2 also appeared to affect the behavior of Cas3 at the l3 protospacer. Specifically, Cas1-Cas2 partially attenuated Cas3 nuclease activity in bulk biochemical assays (Figures S6A and S6B) , and the presence of Cas1-Cas2 also enabled iterative Cas3 binding and translocation events from the same Cascade complex bound to the l3 protospacer (Movie S4). This observation was in stark contrast to reactions done in the absence of Cas1-Cas2, where we never detected evidence of multiple Cas3 recruitment events to the same Cascade complex. These findings suggest that Cas1-Cas2 not only enhances the recruitment of Cas3 to Cascade bound at l3 but may also enable iterative Cas3 loading events.
DISCUSSION
CRISPR-Cas immunity involves complex interplay among multiple macromolecular components, with the potential for overlapping or convergent pathways. Our work reveals two distinct pathways for target recognition and processing and shows that the choice of pathway is dictated by the presence or absence of a PAM sequence adjacent to the targeted protospacer (Figure 7) .
A Conserved Mechanism for PAM-Dependent Target Recognition
Our results support a model in which an initial search for PAM sequences is the predominant mode of DNA surveillance by E. coli Cascade ( Figure 7A ). Once a PAM is identified, Cascade interrogates the flanking DNA for sequence complementarity to the crRNA via directional unwinding of the DNA beginning at the PAM, and identification of a matching protospacer leads to stable capture and R-loop formation (Rutkauskas et al., 2015) . This PAM-dependent search process is strikingly similar to that of S. pyogenes Cas9, the crRNA-guided surveillance complex in type II CRISPR-Cas systems, which also initiates the search by looking for PAMs . In addition, the type IF CRISPR-Cas system of Pseudomonas aeruginosa also searches for PAM sequences before probing the flanking DNA for sequence complementarity to the crRNA (Rollins et al., 2015) . The type II CRISPR-Cas systems require only a single polypeptide for target recognition and cleavage, whereas type I CRISPR-Cas systems require large multimeric complexes for target recognition and a separate trans-acting protein (Cas3) for DNA cleavage. Cas9 and Cse1 share no amino acid sequence homology, and the Cas9 PAM (5 0 -NGG-3 0 ) and the Cascade PAM (5 0 -A[A/T]G-3 0 ) are located on opposite ends of the protospacer and on different DNA strands (Jinek et al., 2012; Sashital et al., 2012) . Given these differences, there was no reason to assume that S. pyogenes Cas9 and E. coli Cascade would search for target sites using the same general mechanism. The similarities between Cascade and Cas9 suggest that an initial search for PAMs may be a broadly conserved mechanism for DNA surveillance among the type I and type II CRISPR-Cas systems.
Facilitated Diffusion versus Reduced Complexity
It is often assumed that site-specific DNA binding proteins accelerate target searches relative to 3D diffusion by facilitated diffusion, which reduces the dimensionality of the search process through 1D sliding, hopping, and/or intersegmental transfer (von Hippel and Berg, 1989) . However, there is little evidence supporting this general assumption (Halford, 2009) . The Cascade target search is remarkably similar to that of Cas9's, which also exhibits no evidence of 1D sliding . Instead, we find that Cascade and Cas9 both appear to optimize their target searches by reducing the complexity of the sequence space that is sampled while surveying DNA. They accomplish this task by first looking for a small portion of the overall binding site, the PAM, before probing the flanking DNA for sequences complementary to the crRNA, which provides an additional layer of discrimination enabling Cascade to sample and reject incorrect targets (Rutkauskas et al., 2015; Sternberg et al., 2014) . The effectiveness of this strategy can be illustrated by considering that based on sequence composition alone Cascade can avoid 90% of the l genome just by utilizing the PAM as an initial recognition signal, while kinetically ignoring other sequences. The finding that much higher Cascade concentrations are necessary to achieve similar occupancy at protospacers with an escape PAM compared to those with a cognate PAM also reflects the effectiveness of reducing search complexity.
PAM-Dependent Target Processing
The PAM-dependent pathway requires only Cascade to recruit Cas3 to protospacers ( Figure 7B ). Cas3 first transiently samples Cascade before transitioning into a stably bound complex. Formation of this longer-lived species prevents any further Cascade-specific recruitment of Cas3, most likely because the first stably bound Cas3 cleaves the R-loop, which destroys the Cas3 binding site (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013) . Consistent with this interpretation, formation of stable Cascade-Cas3 intermediates coincides with the appearance of a 200-to 300-nt ssDNA gap adjacent to the protospacer. The first molecule of Cas3 does not appear to induce any damage other than creating this initial ssDNA gap. This finding is notably different from bulk biochemical assays, which reveal more extensive DNA degradation (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013; Sinkunas et al., 2013) . This difference may be explained by the potential for recruitment of additional Cas3 molecules in the bulk biochemical assays through a Cascade-independent pathway, as previously suggested (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013) . Consistent with this explanation, Cas3 is a potent ssDNA nuclease even in the absence of Cascade (Mulepati and Bailey, 2013; Sinkunas et al., 2011 Sinkunas et al., , 2013 . Thus, the ssDNA gaps generated by the first molecule of Cas3 likely reflect an early intermediate in the degradation pathway and serve as an entryway for additional ssDNA-specific nucleases, including Cas3 or perhaps other host enzymes. Together, these findings A C B Figure 7 . Model for Foreign DNA Recognition and Processing by Cascade, Cas1, Cas2, and Cas3 (A) The predominant mechanism for protospacer recognition is through the PAM-dependent pathway. (B) PAM-dependent processing involves the recruitment of Cas3 to the protospacer by Cascade. Cas3 nicks the R-loop and generates an ssDNA gap; Cas3 can dissociate at either of these two steps. Cas3 then breaks free from Cascade and travels unidirectionally along the DNA. (C) PAM-independent processing requires Cas1-Cas2 to recruit Cas3. Cas3 is loaded onto the DNA in one of two possible orientations through a mechanism that attenuates Cas3 nuclease activity. Cas3 then travels in either direction along the DNA as part of a spacer acquisition complex. See also Figure S6 .
suggest that the early stages of foreign DNA degradation involve the ATP-dependent recruitment of just one molecule of Cas3 through a mechanism that requires Cascade-specific contacts and an intact R-loop. This initial transient binding event exhibits a 6-s lifetime ðt 1 Þ before Cas3 transitions into a more stably bound intermediate. The first stably bound molecule of Cas3 then generates a short ssDNA gap, reflected in the delay time ðt 2 Þ prior to moving away from Cascade, and after being released from Cascade, this Cas3 molecule can either dissociate into solution or continue traveling along the remaining duplex DNA. Any subsequent recruitment of Cas3 (or other nucleases) occurs through nonspecific interactions with the resultant ssDNA gap.
Cascade remains tightly bound to the DNA even after Cas3 generates an ssDNA gap and moves away from the protospacer. It is possible that continued presence of Cascade may distinguish these Cas3-generated gaps from other ssDNA gaps that can be produced during normal DNA metabolism, and Cascade may perhaps prevent host DNA repair proteins from filling in these gaps before the invading DNA is eventually destroyed.
PAM-Dependent Cas3 Motor Activities
Cas3 is a fast and highly processive molecular motor, which is recruited by Cascade through the PAM-dependent pathway and then translocates along the flanking DNA. This translocation does not coincide with any apparent DNA degradation or persistently unwound DNA. When Cas3 is recruited by Cascade through the PAM-dependent pathway, it always moves in the same direction along the DNA, consistent with expectations for 3 0 /5 0 translocation along the non-target strand. A subset of Cas3 molecules also forms optically detectable looped intermediates, and Cas3 likely generates smaller DNA loops that cannot be observed in our experiments, suggesting these looped intermediates may be a common feature of the PAM-dependent pathway ( Figure 7B ). Interestingly, similar looping behaviors have been reported for many different SF1 and SF2 helicases, including Saccharomyces cerevisiae Pif1 (Zhou et al., 2014) , Bacillus stearothermophilus PcrA (Park et al., 2010) , E. coli Rep (Myong et al., 2005) , and S. cerevisiae Srs2 (Qiu et al., 2013) . The looping behaviors exhibited by these proteins are thought to help establish and maintain a particular structural state of the DNA; for instance, PcrA and Srs2 repeatedly shuttle back and forth, while removing proteins from ssDNA proximal to an ssDNA/dsDNA junction to prevent aberrant recombination (Park et al., 2010; Qiu et al., 2013) . Similarly, Pif1 repeatedly unwinds G-quadraplexes, ensuring that these structures do not inhibit DNA replication (Zhou et al., 2014) . The looping activity observed for Cas3 may reflect attempts to dissociate from Cascade. Alternatively, looping may help keep the ssDNA gap clear of proteins, free of secondary structures or both, until the arrival of additional Cas3 molecules or other accessory nucleases.
PAM-Independent Target Recognition
Like the PAM-dependent search, the PAM-independent pathway also occurs by microscopic 3D diffusion, suggesting that Cascade must test for complementarity to the crRNA by either transiently melting the DNA or by taking advantage of the intrinsic breathing of the DNA duplex ( Figure 7A ). One primary difference between PAM-dependent and PAM-independent target recognition is that the efficiency of the PAM-independent pathway is comprised, such that a higher concentration of Cascade is required to achieve similar levels of occupancy at both targets. Despite this disparity in apparent association constants, Cascade can still bind tightly to DNA regardless of whether or not the protospacer has a canonical PAM. In both instances, the lifetime of the target-bound Cascade complexes is significantly longer that the typical doubling time of E. coli, a finding that is in good agreement with the results of magnetic tweezer experiments (Szczelkun et al., 2014) . This tight binding would help ensure that even though escape target recognition is inefficient, in the rare instances in which an escape target is captured, Cascade would remain in place long enough to initiate downstream steps necessary for primed sequence acquisition ( Figure 7C ; see below). Interestingly, not all PAM mutations are equal with respect to Cascade, and the defect in binding with the ATT mutant PAM is more moderate that some other PAM mutations (Szczelkun et al., 2014) . Future studies will be essential for testing the effects of other PAM mutations on target binding in these single-molecule assays.
Interestingly, recent single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments have suggested that Cascade recognizes escape targets with substantially reduced fidelity, and interactions with these targets are characterized by a 25-s lifetime (Blosser et al., 2015) , which is identical to one of the nonspecific lifetimes observed in our experiments ( Figure S1 ). We suggest that these shorter-lived complexes found by FRET reflect intermediates that have failed to transition into the more tightly bound complexes observed in our assays.
Importantly, PAM escape mutations reflect only a subset of mutations that can lead to a priming response, with the remainder occurring within the protospacer, but both types of escape mutants lead to similar priming responses (Datsenko et al., 2012; Fineran et al., 2014) . We anticipate that Cascade will locate protospacer escape mutants through the normal PAM-dependent search pathway, but then may require Cas1-Cas2 to recruit Cas3 and initiate a priming response from this class of escape mutations.
Cas1-Cas2 Recruitment of Cas3 to Escape Targets
We demonstrate that the Cas1-Cas2 complex serves as a transacting factor necessary for the recruitment and regulation of Cas3 at protospacers bearing an escape PAM ( Figure 7C ). Recruitment may occur through one of two general mechanisms. Cas1-Cas2 may modify the structure of Cascade such that it can now directly recruit Cas3 by the same process as occurs during PAM-dependent recruitment. Alternatively, protein-protein contacts with Cas1-Cas2 may directly recruit Cas3 to the escape target through a mechanism that is distinct from the Cascadedependent recruitment at cognate protospacers. Importantly, the behavior of Cas3 at the escape targets differs markedly from the behavior of Cas3 at cognate targets. First, Cas3 can translocate in either direction from the escape targets, implying that that Cas3 is loaded onto the flanking phage DNA through a different pathway than is observed at cognate protospacers. Second, there was no evidence that Cas3 generates ssDNA gaps at the escape targets, nor was there any evidence that Cas3 even nicked the DNA when loaded at escape targets, suggesting that the nuclease activity of Cas3 is fully attenuated at escape targets. The inability of Cas3 to cleave the escape target is also consistent with the fact that the vast majority of cells will die when infected with phage bearing an escape mutation, and immunity is only conferred for those rare survivors that successfully update the CRISPR locus (Datsenko et al., 2012) . Third, Cas3 loaded at escape targets exhibited only a 6-s lifetime prior to initiating translocation, but there was no evidence for the longer-lived intermediate ðt 2 Þ that we have ascribed to ssDNA degradation. Fourth, there was no evidence for DNA looping when Cas3 initiated translocation from the escape target, suggesting that Cas3 is more readily released from Cascade at the escape target. Together, these observations suggest that Cas1-Cas2 recruits and loads Cas3 onto the DNA flanking the escape targets through a mechanism that is distinct from the Cascade-mediated mechanism that takes place at cognate protospacers.
Primed Acquisition of New Spacer Sequences
Together, our data provide direct support for a model of primed sequence acquisition involving Cas1-Cas2-mediated recruitment of Cas3 to Cascade at escape targets, followed by ATP-dependent translocation of Cas3 along the foreign DNA ( Figure 7C ). Cas3 can move in either direction away from the escape target, consistent with the expectation that new spacers can be acquired from either side of an escape target (Richter et al., 2014) . Translocation of Cas3 away from the escape target does not induce DNA damage, and we speculate that Cas3 may be looking for an as-yet-unidentified signal (e.g., DNA sequence, partner protein, or both) necessary to activate its nuclease activity, or the nuclease activity of a partner protein, at some distal location. Importantly, although the tagged Cas6e subunits remain bound to the protospacer after Cas3 translocation, we do not know whether the other Cas proteins are also left behind. It is possible that Cas3 takes a subset of Cascade components while translocating along the DNA. In fact, Cas3 is naturally linked with Cse1 in a single polypeptide chain in some systems, suggesting that Cse1 may have additional downstream functions during Cas3 translocation (Westra et al., 2012b) . In addition, Cas1-Cas2 are essential to process and insert new spacer sequences into the CRISPR locus (Nuñ ez et al., 2014; Nuñ ez et al., 2015) , and one attractive model is that Cas1-Cas2 travel with Cas3 as part of a larger spacer acquisition complex (Figure 7C) , which would allow delivery of Cas1-Cas2 to sites distal to an escape target, where they would then be able to process the DNA to promote new spacer acquisition. In support of this model, studies in the closely related type 1F CRISPR-Cas system from Pectobacterium atrosepticum have shown that Cas3 interacts directly with Cas1 (Richter et al., 2012) .
Early models suggested Cascade might diffuse away from the escape target (Datsenko et al., 2012) . However, this model was later disfavored because the distribution of new spacers acquired from a circular plasmid was inconsistent with expectations for a diffusion-based mechanism, which would predict a strong bias toward acquisition of new spacer sequences near the original protospacer (Savitskaya et al., 2013) . The high processivity of E. coli Cas3 (12-kbp) explains why assays using relatively small plasmids (5-kb) fail to yield a biased distribution of newly acquired spacer sequences as predicted by the original sliding hypothesis (Heler et al., 2014; Savitskaya et al., 2013) . Interestingly, the type 1F CRISPR-Cas system from P. atrosepticum does exhibit a biased distribution of newly acquired spacers in response to an escape mutation (Richter et al., 2014) . Assuming that priming occurs through a similar mechanism for the type 1F and type 1E CRISPR-Cas systems, our model predicts that P. atrosepticum Cas3 is less processive that E. coli Cas3, explaining why spacer acquisition bias can be observed in plasmid assays for P. atrosepticum.
Our data demonstrate that the first Cas3 molecule recruited to cognate protospacers through the PAM-dependent pathway can translocate rapidly away from Cascade before the DNA is destroyed. Moreover, the nuclease activity of Cas3 was partially attenuated by Cas1-Cas2 at cognate protospacers, allowing iterative Cas3 firing events presumably before the eventual destruction of the R-loop. Together, these observations suggest that priming might take place even when there is no escape mutation present in the invading DNA ( Figure 7B ). The ability to occasionally acquire new spacers in the absence of an escape mutation may allow microbes to routinely update the CRISPR locus even before foreign genetic elements have the opportunity to evade the CRIPSR/Cas immune response by acquiring new mutations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Single-Molecule Assays DNA curtains were fabricated by electron-beam lithography as previously described Sternberg et al., 2014) . A lipid bilayer was then deposited on the surface of the sample chamber; the anchor points were coated with anti-digoxigenin antibodies; and the DNA was anchored to the bilayer through a biotin-streptavidin linkage. The DNA was then aligned along the leading edges of the Cr diffusion barriers and coupled to the antibody-coated anchors through the application of hydrodynamic force. Cascade single-molecule binding assays were conducted in reaction buffer containing 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 1 mM MgCl 2 , 25 mM KCl, 1 mg/ml BSA, 0.8% glucose, YOYO-1, and a glucose oxidase-catalase oxygenscavenging system. The Cas6e subunit of Cascade was expressed with an N-terminal 3xFLAG tag, and the Cascade complex was labeled with antiFLAG-coated QDs (Invitrogen) for 10 min on ice prior to use. In experiments with Cas3, the YOYO-1 dye was omitted, and the reaction buffer was supplemented to contain 2 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM ATP, and 20 mM CoCl 2 . Cas3 was labeled by incubation with streptavidin-coated QDs (Invitrogen) on ice for 20 min prior to injection onto the flow cell at 4 nM final concentration. RPAeGFP labeling of ssDNA gaps was always performed at the end of the Cas3 experiments as a check for activity. In these assays, Cas3 was flushed from the sample chamber, followed by delivery of buffer containing 100 nM RPAeGFP. The buffer flow was then terminated, and RPA-eGFP was incubated with the DNA for 10 min prior to imaging. Buffer conditions for experiments containing Cas1-Cas2 were identical to those above. Cas1 (8 nM) and Cas2 (16 nM) were pre-incubated on ice for 20 min and then mixed with Cas3 (4 nM) for an additional 5 min before being delivered to the flow cell. All single-molecule experiments were conducted at 25 C, unless otherwise indicated, and all data were collected and analyzed as previously described . 
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